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H. Blumberg, [l], showed that for every real function/ on the

real line R there is a dense set DER such that/ is continuous on D

relative to D. The purpose of this paper is to characterize the metric

spaces in which Blumberg's theorem holds.

Let 5 be a metric space and E a subset of 5. A point xES is

said to be of the second category relative to E if every sphere of

center x contains a subset of E which is of the second category in S.

Otherwise, x is said to be of the first category relative to E. S is said

to be of homogeneous second category if every xES is of the second

category relative to S.

We prove the

Theorem. If the metric space S is of homogeneous second category

then for every real function f on S there is a dense DES such that f is

continuous on D relative to D.

Conversely, if S is not of homogeneous second category there is a real

function f on S which is not continuous on any dense DES relative to D.

Proof. We prove the converse first. Let 5 be a metric space which

is not of homogeneous second category. There is then a sphere KES

which is of the first category in 5. Let K = Un°=l Kn where each Kn

is nowhere dense in 5. Let/(x) =n for every xEKn, and let/(x) =0

for every xES^A^^-i K„. Let D be dense in 5 and let xEDC\K.

Then xEK„, for some n, so that/(x)=«. Let K' be any sphere of

center x. Since D is dense and Kn is nowhere dense there is a

yE(D~Kn)r\K'. But |/(x)— /(y)| èl. Hence, / is not continuous

on D relative to D. By an obvious modification, the function/ may

be taken to be bounded.

For the direct part of the theorem, we need several lemmas.

Lemma 1 (Banach, [2]). If S is a metric space, EES, and TEE

is the set of points in E which are of the first category relative to E then

T is of the first category in S.

Let 5be a metric space and EES. An x£.S is said to be a heavy

point relative to E if there is a sphere of center x every point of

which is a point of the second category relative to E.
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Lemma 2. If S is a metric space and ECS, then E—A^JB, AC\B

= 0, where every x(E.A is a heavy point relative to E and B is of the first

category in S.

Proof. Let Bx consist of the points of E which are of the first

category relative to E. Then Bi is a set of the first category in S.

Let B2 consist of the points of E which are of the second category

relative to E but are not heavy relative to E. Then every sphere in

S which has points of B2 contains a subsphere which has no points

of B2, so that B2 is nowhere dense in 5. Then B=B7\JB2 is of the first

category in 5 and A =S~B is such that every x£A is contained in

a sphere in 5 every point of which is of the second category relative

to£.

Let / be a real function on a metric space 5. We shall say that /

is almost continuous at x if for every open set G containing f(x) the

set E= [y:/(y)£G] has x as a heavy point relative to E.

Lemma 3. If S is a metric space and f is a real function on S then f

is almost continuous at every point of S except at a set of the first cate-

gory.

Proof. Let \Gn] be the set of open intervals with rational end

points arranged in one-one correspondence with the natural numbers.

For every n, let SnC.S be the set of points for which f(x) £G„ and let

E„C.Sn be the points of Sn which are not heavy points relative to Sn.

The sets En are all of the first category, and so E = \Jñ=i En is also of

the first category. But if/ is not almost continuous at x then x££.

Lemma 4. Let S be a metric space of homogeneous second category, f

a real function on S, and e>0. There is a set 11= [Ua: a£^4 ] of pair-

wise disjoint open spheres in S where, for every a £ A, Ua

= [x: d(x, xa) <ra] with 0<ra<e, and, for every a£^4, there is a subset

VaQUc, with xa£Fa, such that every x£i/a is a heavy point relative

to Va, with the following properties:

(a) UaeA Ua is dense in S,

(b) for every a(EA, and x£ F„, |/(x) —f(xa) \ <e.

Proof. Let RQS be the set of points for which / is almost con-

tinuous. By Lemma 3, and the assumption that 5 is of homogeneous

second category, R is dense in 5. Let xá, a<%, be a well ordering of

R. Let Xi = Xi , and let Z7i be a sphere of center Xi and radius ri<e

such that, for a subset V\ of U\, with x£Fi and with every point

of U\ of second category relative to V\, |/(x) — /(xi)| <e. Letx2 = x^2,

where x'at is the first element of the well ordered set x'a, a<% which
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does not belong to the closure, U\, of U\. Let U2 be a sphere of center

x2 and radius r2<e, such that U2C\Ui = 0, and for a subset F2C U2,

with x2E F2, for which every point in U2 is a point of second category

relative to V2, \f(x)—f(x2)\ <e. Suppose, for an ordinal 17, we have,

for every ß<t), Xß, Uß, Vß such that Uß is a sphere of center Xß and

radius rß<e, XßE Vß, every point of Uß is of second category relative

to Vß, \f(x)-f(xß)\ <e for every xG Vß, and C1(U7<? Uy)r\Uß = 0.
Let xv = x'a¡¡ be the first element of the well ordered set x'a, a <£, which

does not belong to Cl(Uß<, Uß). Let U„ be a sphere of center x, and

radius r,<e, such that C1(U^<, Uß)T\Uv= 0, and such that there is

a F,C U„, x,G F„ with every point of Z7„ a point of second category

relative to F„ for which |/(x) — /(x,) | <e for every xG F,. By trans-

finite induction, xa, Ua, Va, «<fi, are obtained which satisfy the

conditions of the lemma.

Remark 1. For each a<Ti> Va is itself a metric space of homo-

geneous second category, and so Lemma 4 holds for Va and any

e'>0.

Remark 2. For every xES there is an a<fi with d(x, xa) <2e.

We now prove the theorem. Let x„, Ua, Va, «<fi, be the points,

spheres, and sets of Lemma 4 corresponding to e= 1 and the metric

space 5. For every a<fi, let xaai, Uaai, Vaai, a1<^2, with x„i = xa, be

the points, spheres, and sets of Lemma 4 corresponding to e=l/2

and the metric space Va. It is possible to choose xai = xa since /

is almost continuous at xa. For every a<fi, a1<fî let xaaias, Uaai<¿,

Vaaiaï, a2<Çs, with xaaii = xaai, be the points, spheres, and sets of

Lemma 4 corresponding to e= 1/3 and the metric space Vaai.

We continue in this way ad infinitum, obtaining for every natural

number n, xaa¡...a<>, Uaai---a", Vaai---a", an<Çn+i, with x„ai...a»-ii

= xaa'...an-i. These are the points, spheres, and sets of Lemma 4 cor-

responding to e=l/w and the metric space Vaai...an-i. Let

Do = [x„: a < fi], Di = [xaai:a < fa, a1 < fo], ■ ■ ■ ,

Dn = [xaai.. .„»: a < f 1, a1 < f2, • ■ • , a" < fre+i], ■ • • ,

and let -D = U„"=0£>».

By Remark 2, D is dense in 5. Moreover, for every n, for every

xEDH, the saltus of / at x relative to D is less than 1/n. For,

x = x„„i...«n for some a<fi, a1 <Ç3, ■ ■ • , an<f„+i, D(~\Uaa\...a»

CLi-,. and xGFaai...„n implies \f(x)—f(xaai...an)\<\/n. Now,

let xED. Then xEDn for some w. But, evidently, D0EDiE • • •

EDmE • • ■ , so that xEDm for every m>n. Hence the saltus of/

at x, relative to D, is less than 1/m for every m. In other words,/ is

continuous at x relative to D.
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CORRECTION TO "GALOIS EXTENSIONS"

CARL FAITH

§4 of [l] is devoted to the question of the existence of a normal

basis of a certain Galois extension &/%. Theorem 2 of this section is

incorrectly stated. It can be corrected by replacing the condition (3)

the centralizer g' of 5 in $ is simple by the condition (3') the subring

V(®) generated by all regular x£$ effecting inner automorphisms be-

longing to @ is simple. Simplicity of F(@) (rather than simplicity of

%'), together with the original conditions (1) and (2), implies the

equality F(@) = 3' which is used in the proof. With this understand-

ing the original proof becomes valid. I am grateful to H. Tominaga

for pointing this out (in a letter), and for a reference to his paper

[2] in which the results of [l] are extended to primary rings. (Cf.

another paper [3] by him in connection with [l] and [2].)
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